Faculty expertise: Industry / Sectors

Advertising: Patrali Chakrabarty; Seema Gupta; B Shekar; Avinash G Mulky

Aerospace: Anshuman Tripathy; Dinesh Kumar U; R T Krishnan

Agribusiness: R Srinivasan (F&C); Gopal Naik

Airlines: R Narayanswamy (F&C); R T Krishnan

Alternative energy: Suresh Bhagavatula

Auction (Internet): B Mahadevan

Automotive: R. Srinivasan (CSP); Anshuman Tripathy; Haritha Saranga; Jishnu Hazra; Dinesh Kumar U; Padmini Srinivasan; Seema Gupta; R T Krishnan; Avinash G Mulky

Banking: Jayadev M; Sankarshan Basu; Ramnath Narayanswamy; V Anand Ram; Shainesh G; Avinash G Mulky

Bio-pharmaceutical: Chirantan Chatterjee

Business education: Subhashish Gupta; V Nagadevara

Computer industry: V Anand Ram

Consumer packaged goods: Ashis Mishra; S Ramesh Kumar; Seema Gupta; Avinash G Mulky

Consumer durables: Ashis Mishra; S Ramesh Kumar; Avinash G Mulky

Credit cards: Kanchan Mukherjee; Sankarshan Basu

Defence: Dinesh Kumar U

Distance learning / education: Shankar Venkatagiri

Education: B Shekar; Ramnath Narayanswamy; Ramya Ranganathan; Arnab Mukherji; S Nayana Tara; Shankar Venkatagiri

Electronic goods: Jishnu Hazra; Sreelata Jonnalagedda

Electronic markets: B Mahadevan

Emissions trading: A Damodaran

Environment: Gita Sen

Executive education: V Anand Ram
Financial markets: R Vaidyanathan; Sankarshan Basu

Financial services: R Narayanswamy (F&C); R Vaidyanathan; Shinesh G; Kanchan Mukherjee; Sankarshan Basu; Jayadev M; Avinash G Mulky

Government: Arnab Mukherji; S Nayana Tara; Rahul De; Anil B Suraj; Gopal Naik

Handlooms: Suresh Bhagavatula

Healthcare: Chirantan Chatterjee; Rupa Chanda; Shainesh G; Vasanthi Srinivasan; Haritha Saranga; Arnab Mukherji; Gita Sen

Higher Education: R T Krishnan

Hospitality: Jishnu Hazra; Shainesh G

Information technology: Ramnath Narayanswamy; Rupa Chanda; K Kumar; Rahul De; Shankar Venkatagiri; B Shekar

Information Communication Technology: Rahul De

Infrastructure: R Srinivasan (CSP); V Anand Ram; S Nayana Tara; Padmini Srinivasan

Insurance: Shubhabrata Das; Sankarshan Basu; Avinash G Mulky

Internet: Ganesh N Prabhu

Luxury and fashion businesses: S Raghunath; Avinash G Mulky

Media: Seema Gupta

Non-profits: R Srinivasan (F&C); Sourav Mukherji; R T Krishnan

Non-governmental organizations (NGOs): Vasanthi Srinivasan

Oil: Padmini Srinivasan; R Narayanswamy (F&C)

Pension funds: R Vaidyanathan

Pharmaceuticals: Kanchan Mukherjee; Haritha Saranga; Rishikesha T Krishnan; Avinash G Mulky

Professional services: Rupa Chanda

Real estate: K Kumar

Retail: Ganesh N Prabhu; Ashis Mishra; Dinesh Kumar U; V Nagadevara; Sreelata Jonnalagedda; Avinash G Mulky

Service industry: Rupa Chanda; Shainesh G; V Nagadevara; V Anand Ram
Software industry: Ganesh N Prabhu; K Kumar; Sourav Mukherji; Vasanthi Srinivasan; S Krishna; Shankar Venkatagiri; V Anand Ram; Padmini Srinivasan; R T Krishnan

Sports: Shubhabrata Das; Sankarshan Basu

Telecommunications: Subhashish Gupta; Padmini Srinivasan; Shainesh G; Avinash G Mulky

Textiles: Sreelata Jonnalagedda

Tourism: Shubhabrata Das; Shainesh G